
Steps:

1) Measure the diameter of the cross bar.  

2) Determine a good position (left, right, or middle) 

so the trailer can swing for a good turning radius. 

3) Prepare the crossbar for the clamp.

4) Mount the hitch.

5) Hitch up the trailer and ride!

The end result.

The delta trike adapter can attach to 
the rear crossbar at various positions. 
This guide will help create a 
functional installation.

Let’s get it on your trike!



The adapter will fit on a variety of delta style trikes. 
➢ Schwinn Meridian
➢ Huffy 26" Adult Trike
➢ Sun Seeker models
➢ Sun Bicycles
➢ Traditional Trike 24
➢ KHS adult trikes
➢ True Quest
➢ Hase bikes
➢ Greenspeed Anura (square bar)
➢ Workman cycles

Let us know if you find yet another style.



Step 1
Measure the diameter of the crossbar.  
The standard clamp will fit on a bar 7/8” to 1-1/2” diameter.
If the bar is larger or smaller, request the proper clamp from Ridekick 
or acquire one at a local hardware store.

This bar measures 
1-1/2” diameter.



Step 2
Determine a good position (left, right, or 
middle) so the trailer can swing for turns. Select a position that allows for 

a reasonable turning radius. 

Some trikes will turn more 
sharply than others. 

For this trike, just right of 
center is a good set up. The 
trailer can swing left and 
right to about 40 degrees.



If the mount point is too far 
left, the hitch arm hits the 
tire for a left turn.

It’s better to move the hitch 
to the right a bit.



Step 3
Prepare the cross bar for the clamp.

If desired, a layer of sturdy tape will help 
protect the paint and provide a bit more grip 
for the adapter.
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This is the orientation when held in 
place with the clamps



Step 4
Mount the hitch with 2 clamps

Orient the screws such that 
you can get good access for 
tightening them.

Tighten the clamp screws firmly such that the hitch does 
not rotate up or down.

SAFETY!
If the clamp is not secure, do not ride.

View from underneath



Step 5

Hitch up the trailer and ride!

Follow the instructions in the owners manual to install the throttle, and remember the 
safety strap when the hitch is in place.

Power pointer:
• Trikes are more stable in turns at lower speeds. 
• The Ridekick controller can be set to a maximum of ~15mph. It is suggested to 

set it at the lower speed (P0) for a few days. If you find a need for more, change 
the setting as you see fit.

To change betweenP0, P1 and P2:
(P2 is more kick and less range, P1 is less kick and more range, P0 is P1 with a top speed 
of 15 mph)
* P2 is the default setting, to change settings - turn the controller on
* Press and hold the “battery” button
* While still pressing the “battery” button, press the “>” button (P0, P1, or P2 should 
appear in the LED window - release all buttons now)
* Press the “>” button to toggle between P0, P1 and P2.
* When the desired setting is displayed, press the 
“battery” button

Learn more online at Ridekick.com/rider-tips/


